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de Gr isoGono

Asian market
A world finally meets another world. 

More than a market, a promise and a challenge.

Black Diamond
Formerly ignored, now distinguished, tomorrow timeless. 

Carat
A unit of weight captured in the measure of purity... i.e. Beauty bringing Value to life.

 deGrisogono
Born in 1993, grew up fast, evolved with spectacular speed 

and leads a scintillating life in the company of exceptional people. 

Eternity
A day in the life of a diamond.

Festival de Cannes
Where talents meet, beauties come together and luminaries sparkle. 

A feast for the mind, a joy for the eyes and a lift for the heart. 

Grand Prix de l’Horlogerie de Genève
The challenge begins the minute you win. When’s the encore?

 Harry Winston
A man. A name. A tradition. The stuff of legend, memorably marking an entire era. 

Italian jewellery
Italian jewellery does for the eyes what Italian music does for the ears. Allegro vivace!

 Jewellery watch
Enhancing the mystery of time with gleaming gemstones and lustrous metals 

– an endlessly stimulating labour of love.  

Kitchen
My approach to watch design resembles that of a chef, marrying the unexpected to the unusual 

with a pinch of the impossible – for the pleasure of surprising and delighting.

Luxury goods
The sign of a healthy market. They allow designers and 

craftsmen of every description to give the very best of themselves.

Meccanico
Unimaginable effort has gone into it. Indescribable pride has come of it. Never say Never...

Naomi Campbell
A diamond in her own right. 

Otturatore
My contrarian spirit at play. 

One of the watch’s few motionless parts is motionless no longer.

Parallel market
The bane of watchmaking and of many other trades. 

If you can’t keep tabs on your inventory, you’ve surrendered your future and compromised your fate.

Quartz
Use with caution. 

Red Carpet
The natural habitat for the ones wearing de Grisogono watches and jewellery.

Sardinia
A bit of Paradise on Earth. Proof that the gods can be generous.  

Tourbillon
The tourbillon for the 21st century remains to be invented.

Ultra-thin watch
 The classic calling card of Genevan watchmaking, confirms that less is more.

 Van Cleef & Arpels
More than a model, an inspiration. Impressive. Another word for Distinction. 

Women
Why else create objects of beauty? 

XL size watches
Where do you stop? 

Yellow Gold
Nature’s own hue. But not her last word.  

Zen
The start of every day. Then the phone rings...


